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PI TAU SIGMA OUTSTANDING AWARDS 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


Jacqueline Le 


This year, Cooper Union Pi Phi hosted many events and activities that exemplify its commitment 


to both the local community and the Cooper Union community. The chapter held two inductions 


and inducted nine new members. It sent four members to the National Convention at the 


University of Southern California in Los Angeles.   


Cooper Union Pi Phi organized and hosted 7 STEM days. During the STEM days, high school 


students from LaSalle Academy and middle school students from Islip Middle School and the 


Metropolitan Expeditionary Learning School took a tour of Cooper Union’s engineering building 


and participated in various activities. The activities were taught by members of Pi Tau Sigma, 


Cooper’s Will, and Omega Chi Epsilon. These students took time out of their winter and spring 


breaks to come back to Cooper Union to teach. Over the course of these 7 days, Cooper Union Pi 


Phi managed approximately 18 volunteers and 135 students.  


Cooper Union Pi Phi members also took time out of their busy schedules during the school year 


to give tours to high school students from Grace Church School. The tour included stops at the 


Maker Space, home to Cooper Union’s newest 3D printers, the anechoic chamber, and the 


Formula SAE lab.  


Furthermore, four Cooper Union Pi Phi members traveled over an hour to the Bronx to run a 


STEM night at ICAHN, a charter school. Members talked to the elementary students about 


engineering and worked with the students and their parents to build mousetrap powered race 


cars. There were approximately 20 ICAHN students in attendance.  


One Cooper Union Pi Phi member also made the one-hour journey from Manhattan to Queens to 


talk to students at PS122 about engineering. She brought two robots she had built to demonstrate 


what engineers can do.  


Cooper Union Pi Phi’s biggest accomplishment this year was the creation of the Saturday STEM 


program. Throughout the 10-week program, 16 underprivileged high school students spent 5 


hours on Saturdays at the Cooper Union learning about microcontrollers, coding, CAD, and 3D 


printing. Cooper Union Pi Phi was in charge of creating the curriculum for the program and 


finding students within Cooper Union’s student body to teach each Saturday. Many of the 


teachers were Pi Tau Sigma members. The program was a success! Many of the high school 


students wanted to come back next year to learn more about STEM. 


In addition to giving back to the local community, the chapter found ways to give back to the 


Cooper Union community.  One activity the Cooper Union Pi Phi hosted was a Fundamentals of 


Engineering “Questions of the Week” review. Each week the chapter sent out FE review 


questions to students who had expressed interest in studying for the test. The following week, the 


chapter would send out solutions to the previous week’s questions. Participants were asked to 


submit their answers and the student who answered the most questions correctly received a prize.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT  


2014-2015  


Cooper Union Pi Phi  


  


A. Initiations  


  


Cooper Union held two Pi Tau Sigma initiations during the 2014-2015 academic year, one in the 


fall semester and the other in spring semester. The fall initiation ceremony was held on October 


2nd, 2014 and inducted 4 juniors. No senior mechanical engineering students were inducted this 


semester because the maximum number of senior inductees was reached through previous 


initiations. Similar to previous initiations procedures at Cooper, the incoming juniors were asked 


to submit a brief statement of intent describing their qualifications and reasons for pursing 


admittance to Pi Tau Sigma. There was less interest this semester than in previous years, but four 


juniors submitted compelling letters and met GPA requirements of at least 3.5/4.0 and ranked in 


the top 33% of the class. The induction ceremony for the four new members was conducted in a 


dimly lit room with the standard oaths read by the President and Vice president. All currently 


enrolled Cooper Union Pi Phi members attended the ceremony, including members who had 


moved on to Cooper’s masters program. The ceremony concluded with a pizza lunch and a 


discussion of the year’s agenda and goals.  


  


The spring induction ceremony was held on March 10th, 2015 and only 2 juniors were inducted. A 


brief letter of intent was requested again from students who met the 3.5/4.0 GPA requirement and 


top 33% class rank requirement. Only two juniors expressed interest and both were inducted. Many 


other juniors qualified for induction this semester but the majority did not wish to join Pi Tau 


Sigma, even after the Faculty Advisor reached out with additional recruitment efforts. This 


induction ceremony was held exactly as the last. Cooper’s Faculty Advisor also attended and 


delivered a congratulatory speech for receiving outstanding awards and the convention just a few 


days earlier.    


B. Chapter Activities  


  


Continuing the traditions of outstanding service and performance, Cooper Union Pi Phi focused on 


expanding and further developing our STEM outreach programs. In the fall semester, Cooper 


Union visited PS347, a nearby elementary school with which Cooper has worked before. The 4th 


grade science program in the fall aligned well with proven outreach activities. At the start of their 


electricity and magnetism unit, Pi Tau Sigma brought nearly all members to PS347 to build small 


electric motors with plastic cups, wires, batteries and magnets. This exercise proved to be very 


effective at introducing the students to circuits, electrical power, and electro-magnetic interaction. 


The students expressed many thanks to Cooper students for providing them with an engaging and 


enlightening activity. Cooper Union left the constructed motors with PS347 so that the science 


teachers could use them as demonstrations in future classes.   


  







 
Figure 1: One slide of the motor building instructions given to the students.  


  


Pi Tau Sigma formed relationships with new schools during spring semester. First, Cooper  


Union invited elementary students from Williamsburg North School for a tour of our LEED 


Platinum School of Engineering building, tour of the mechanical engineering automotive and 


experimentation laboratory, and the electric motor building activity. Our Faculty Advisor, 


Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Associate Dean, George Delagrammatikas, led the 


students on a tour of our building. He pointed out key green features like Cooper’s rooftop gardens 


that collect rainwater and an exterior mesh that limits solar exposure to keep the building cool 


during the warmer months. During the tour of the engineering laboratories Pi Tau Sigma members 


showed the kids the Formula SAE racecar and discussed how Cooper students design it from 


scratch. The kids were shown CAD models and shown key features of the design. They each even 


got to sit in the drivers seat. An acetone engine demonstration was also performed to continue the 


theme of the day, energy. In the afternoon, Pi Tau Sigma members helped the kids build small 


electric motors (same motors from the PS347 outreach event). While electromagnetic concepts 


were discussed with the kids, the focus was on the conversion of energy, chemical to electrical 


energy (battery) and then to mechanical energy (the spinning wire coil).  


  


  


    







 


Two other outreach events were hosted at Cooper Union with high school juniors from schools 


adjacent to Cooper, Grace Church School and La Salle Academy. The activities for each event 


were identical. First, our Faculty Advisor gave a tour of the School of Engineering. In addition to 


discussing the green features of our building, students were taken through a few mechanical 


engineering labs to see an anechoic chamber, 3D printers, laser cutters, industrial robot arms, and 


machining tools. Students were always full of questions about mechanical engineering, and 


engineering in general, during the lab tours since many of them were beginning to think about 


college.  


  


 


After the tour, the students were led through a series of modules with the guidance of Pi Tau Sigma, 


and FSAE members. In one module, students were shown the Formula SAE racecar and given an 


acetone engine demonstration. Cooper students pointed out key design features of the racecar, 


showed CAD models, and discussed the engineering design process. The high school students were 


then given short lesson on combustion and engines, followed by an acetone-engine demonstration 


to illustrate key points.  


  


  


Figure  2 :  Left, Williamsburg North students with the FSAE car . Right, George Delagrammatikas (Faculty Advisor)  
shows and electric motor to a student.   


Figure  3 :  Left, George Delagrammatikas (Faculty Advisor) explains energy efficient features of one of the building's  
stairwells. Right, Daniel Bach (Vice President) gives a tour of  the   machine shop.   







 


In the next module the high school students were rotated through two experiments that are part of 


a junior level mechanical engineering experimentation course at Cooper (ME140 Engineering 


Experimentation). The first experiment investigated the tendency for a flame to flashback down 


the tube expelling the air and fuel (propane) for combustion. Students timed the propagation of the 


flame at different fuel-to-air ratios to find the ideal ratio of fluid flow rates. The second experiment 


measured the torque and speed of a small DC motor for students to generate a motor torque curve. 


Students ran the motor at multiple input voltages, measure speed with a tachometer, and read the 


load on a scale that is depressed by a lever arm attached the motor shaft. In the ME140 course, 


Cooper students perform an error analysis on each experimental setup and write a report on the 


engineering concept, experimental results and theoretical predictions. For the outreach events, Pi 


Tau Sigma members simply explained the significance of the students’ results and discuss sources 


of error with the methods of measurement. Nearly all of the students from both high schools 


expressed that these experiments were by far the most interesting and enlightening portion of the 


outreach event. They especially enjoyed that it gave them a hands-on preview of the content and 


tools used in a college-level mechanical engineering course.  


  


 


  


  


Figure  4 :   Left, Daniel Bach (Vice President) gives a lesson on combustion engines. Right, high school students watch an  
acetone engine run.   


Figure  5 :  Left, students operate the flame flashback lab. Right, students perform the motor lab.   







In the final module, high school students were given a design challenge. With a limited supply of 


materials (cardboard, hot glue, and popsicle sticks) and overall dimension constraints, students 


were told to make structures to be crushed in a compression machine over a finite strain limit. Pi 


Tau Sigma members gave a brief lesson on design for bending, buckling, compression and 


stiffness, and tabulated the strength-to-weight ratio, maximum load capacity, and maximum linear 


stiffness of each structure. No scoring criteria were given so that the high school students would 


see a variety of structures that excel in different aspects. Cooper students provided commentary on 


each design to help explain why certain structures behaved/failed the way that they did.  


  


 
  


  


Overall, the high school outreach events were a major success. The students expressed that the 


modules were both fun and interest while the tour helped them understand mechanical engineering 


as a whole and showed them a nearby college option. These high school outreach events will likely 


be continued with in the coming years with the next group of juniors. Cooper Union Pi Phi also 


established a connection with the elementary portion of Grace Church School. No event was held 


with elementary students from Grace Church School this year but brainstorming sessions with 


faculty were productive and hopefully outreach with their younger students will begin next year.   


  


In addition to this year’s outreach efforts, Cooper Union Pi Phi collaborated with other professional 


organizations and honors societies to hold an engineering registration session in spring semester. 


Senior members of Pi Tau Sigma met with freshmen, sophomore, and junior engineering students 


to provide them with information about mechanical engineering in general, internship and job 


opportunities, graduate school opportunities, and to discuss the mechanical engineering curriculum 


and elective courses at Cooper Union. Spanning many concentrations, our members were able to 


talk to students about mechanical design, manufacturing, aerospace engineering, combustion, 


thermo/fluids, automotive engineering, biomedical engineering, control, robotics, industrial 


design, and nanotechnology. Pi Tau Sigma members also discussed past internship or REU 


experiences, as well as their future job or graduate school prospects. Companies and universities 


represented through this process included but were not limited to Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, 


NASA, Makerbot, the National Institute of Health, Drexel University, Georgia Tech, Princeton 


Figure  6 :  Pi Tau Sigma members  Hannah Talisse and Yun  
Jung Lee guide high school students in the construction of  
their cardboard towers.   







University, and MIT. This event saw a large turnout and was huge success! Consequently, this type 


of event will be continued in the coming years.  


  


 
Figure 7: A poster created for the registration event. All participating members created a poster with their name, area of 


interest/expertise, and companies and or schools where they have or will work/study. The posters helped underclassmen 


meet and learn from like-minded Pi Tau Sigma members.  


    


C. Other  


  


The highlight of Cooper Union Pi Phi’s year was winning awards at the 2015 National Convention 


at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. Cooper Union Pi Phi was awarded 2nd place for 


Outstanding Performance and 1st place for Outstanding Service. Cooper Union Pi Phi is now 


engraved in the large Outstanding Service Plaque, which is currently on display in the Dean’s 


Office of the School of Engineering for other students to see our accomplishment. Cooper Union’s 


Pi Tau Sigma chapter will strive to be winners of these awards again and will hopefully see the 


Outstanding Service plaque return to our campus after future conventions.  


    







 
  


  


    


  


  


Figure  8 :  Cooper Union Pi Phi members with their awards at the National Convention.   Pictured  
from left to right: Alex Novoselov, Yun Jung Lee, Daniel Bach (Vice President), Peter Ascoli  
( President), Jackie Le (Future President), and Hannah Talisse.   








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
2016-2017 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 
 
A. Initiations 


 
For the 2016-2017 academic year, Cooper Union Pi Phi held two initiation ceremonies for Pi 
Tau Sigma, one in October and one in March. The Fall Initiation was held on October 6, 
2016 and 9 members were inducted including 3 seniors and 6 juniors. The Spring Initiation 
was held on March 23, 2017 and one junior and 5 seniors were inducted. Both initiations 
were invitation-based and all students interested in joining Pi Tau Sigma were asked to 
submit a statement of intent explaining their qualifications and why they would like to be 
admitted to Pi Tau Sigma. The students who were inducted met the GPA requirement of 
3.25/4.0 and ranked in the top 33% of their class. The initiation ceremony was held in a 
dimly lit room and the President and Vice President read the standard oaths. A few of the 
currently enrolled Cooper Union Pi Phi members attended the ceremony. Both ceremonies 
concluded with a meal of pizza and a short speech from Cooper Union Pi Phi’s advisor, 
Professor George Delagrammatikas, explaining our chapter’s focus on local outreach. 


 
B. Chapter Activities 


 
a. FE Review 


 
The Cooper Union Pi Phi chapter started the year by running a Fundamentals of 
Engineering Exam Review Questions of the Week program. The program consisted of 
sending out review questions to students who expressed interested in studying for the FE 
exam. Each week, our secretary of internal affairs selected approximately eight review 
questions from various review books and emailed them to participants. The participants 
were asked to submit their answers and our secretary kept track of the number of correct 
answers each student submitted. The following week, the PTS coordinators sent out the 
solutions to the previous week’s questions in addition to the new questions for the week. 
 


b. STEM-Days 
 
In addition to the FE reviews, Cooper Union Pi Phi focused on developing meaningful 
outreach events and opportunities for local schools. A majority of our members 
participated in at least one STEM-Day, and a select few actively led these events. Outlined 
below are some of our most popular activities that we often ran. 
 


1. Build a DC Motor: Students were given basic instructions on how to build a DC 
motor and how they work. They were then divided into groups of 5-6 and were 
given the materials to build a motor. The students capable of making the first, fully 
functioning motor amongst the teams were crowned winners.  


2. Build a build/truss-system for holding the most weight. Students were divided into 
groups of 5-6 and given laser cut pieces of thin cardboard. Using 6 pieces (6 in by 
1 in) and only 1 foot of tape, they were instructed to build a structure that would fit 







inside a box of a given set of dimension (6 in^3) which could hold the most 
weight. A string was tied to the structure and standard masses were attached to the 
string to see the weight carrying abilities of each design. Very competitive 
experience for students.  


3. Students were given a tour of the school and taken to the formula lab where 
interactive demonstrations of various topics took place. Some topics covered 
included: 


 The workings of a pneumatic engine 
 The workings of a fully functioning “transparent” combustion engine 
 What was a DC motor and how did friction work in its development  
 How do planes fly and land 


4. Flame lab 
5. Tour of Anechoic chamber. Brought in balloons and popped them and did 


activities that made students understand the reasons why the chamber worked the 
way it did.  
 


These events brought students from local New York City schools to the Cooper Union for 
demonstrations and activities run by PTS members and sometimes included volunteers 
from other societies on campus. The schools we hosted are outlined below: 


 
i. The Chapin School 


 
Six 12th grade students from an all-girls school, and their accompanying teacher, 
arrived at the Cooper Union on November 9th, 2016 to participate in a school tour 
and learn about engineering. The day started at 10 am and concluded at 2 pm, and all 
activities were led by three Pi Tau Sigma members and two SWE members, and 
advised by our faculy advisor, who is the main lead for outreach programs at the 
Cooper Union. 
 
The day started with a meet-and-greet and tour of our engineering building. We 
showed them around the Formula SAE lab, and gave a short lesson on engines, 
accompanied by a demonstration of the Engine DYNO and the Acetone Engine. The 
next activity was a build-and-break using the Instron, and then the day concluded 
with a Q&A. 


 
ii. Fieldson Ethical Cultural School 


 
On November 16th, 2016, twenty 8th grade students from the Fieldson Ethical 
Cultural School arrived at the Cooper Union to participate in a STEM-Day. The day 
started at 10 am with a tour of our engineering building, then several little activities 
that we often use during our STEM-Days.  


 
 


iii. Cathedral High School 
 







On March 9th, 2017, our PTS volunteers collaborated with several Society of Women 
Engineers (SWE) members to host Cathedral High School, with discussions and 
activities about engineering. 


 
iv. William McKinley – Brooklyn – IS259 


 
On March 3rd and 10th, 2017, we hosted several 8th grade students from the William 
McKinley School, who was accompanied by their teacher, a fellow Cooper Alum.  


 
 


c. STEM-Saturdays 
 
During the Fall 2016 semester, Pi Tau Sigma members continued the second year of an 
outreach program at the Cooper Union called STEM-Saturdays. The 10-week program ran 
twice a year, in the spring and fall semester, and gave underprivileged students from 
nearby high schools the chance to explore STEM and use technology not available to them 
at their own schools. Each Saturday from 10 am to 3 pm, starting at the end of January 
until the beginning of May, sixteen high school students from La Salle Academy and St. 
George Academy would come to the Cooper Union to learn about various aspects of 
engineering and STEM and participate in related activities. Pi Tau Sigma members were 
responsible for designing the 10-week curriculum, teaching the curriculum, recruiting 
additional teachers, and managing all other logistics and administration in conjunction 
with our faculty advisor. 
 
The teachers and lab operators who supervised and ran the program were either Pi Tau 
Sigma members or other engineering students from the Cooper Union. There was a 
leading team of about four instructors who were present almost every week and ran the 
program, dealing with everything from administrative matters to curriculum planning to 
classroom instruction, and half the leading team were PTS members. Additionally, ten of 
our members dedicated anywhere from one Saturday to several Saturdays. In total, about 
75% of our members participated in this effort in some way. 
 
The curriculum and activities included lessons on coding, microcontrollers (Arduinos), 
SolidWorks, and different methods of manufacturing, like 3D printing and lasercutting. 
The students applied what they learned to a larger project. Students worked in teams of 
four on an original idea of their own, guided by a mentor, and worked on their 
presentation skills as well. At the end of the 10 weeks, the students were asked to give 
feedback which were overall positive. 
 


d. PTS National Convention 
 
Aside from outreach, Cooper Pi Phi participated in other events such as the Pi Tau Sigma 
National Convention at the Drexel University in Philadelphia, PA. This year, Cooper Pi 
Phi sent two students to the National Convention who enjoyed their time meeting with 
students from other colleges. 
 







e. End-of-Year Party and Elections 
 
On May 4th, 2017, Pi Tau Sigma members met once more for nachos and cookies to 
celebrate the end of the semester (before finals). Elections also took place, and PTS 
members who were juniors nominated and voted for next year’s board members. The 
current board members used the time to answer questions about the roles and expected 
responsibilities. The meeting was a great way for PTS members to destress, get some free 
food, and give the chance for juniors to ask questions about what to expect during their 
senior year.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT


2009-2010


Cooper Union Pi Phi


A. Initiations 


The initiation procedure included selecting nine new members in their senior year for the fall 
initiation on December 8, 2009 and ten new members in their junior year for the spring initiation
on May 11, 2010. The selection process was based on cumulative major GPA and academic 
performance and excellence in the mechanical engineering field. The initiates were required to 
attend the initiation ceremonies as well as partake in chapter business. The ceremony included 
performing the traditional recitations by the president and vice president, as well as having the 
initiates pledge. The Crest and Insignia of Pi Tau Sigma was displayed before the initiates. The 
rest of the ceremony included discussing the future and ideals of the Cooper Union Pi Phi 
Chapter.  Celebration included enjoying refreshments and drinks. 


B. Chapter Activities


The goal for this year was to start the Cooper Union Pi Phi chapter going again after being 
inactive for several years. Chapters matters such as bank accounts and storage of stoles, crests, 
and other Pi Tau Sigma items were sorted out. A fundraiser to give starting money for the 
chapter was held during the spring semester. The fundraiser was a two-day bake sale, which 
raised $220. A site was set up using the Moodle software where members can get updates and 
other information on the Pi Phi chapter. The site include meeting minutes, accounting 
information, inductee rosters, and other information. Members are allowed to view and edit 
accordingly.


The chapter did not attend the Texas Tech Convention due to inclement weather. 


C. Members and Officers


Fall 2009 Pledges
Rishabh Chandra, Corresponding Secretary
Samuel Glauber, Vice President
Timothy Fedullo, Treasurer
Toby Klein, Recording Secretary
Qiao Li
Sherry Liang, President
Mark McKinnon







Chris Narrikkattu
Joshua Warren


Spring 2010 Pledges 
Helen Minsky
Hadi Jammal
Joseph Santore
Michael Sterman
Gina Magnotti
Eglind Myftiu
Bridget O'Meara
Nicholas Wong
Joseph Guerin
Kuniyoshi Shimizu


Chapter Advisor
Professor George Delagrammatikas








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2011-2012 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


  


 


A. Initiations 


 


 Initiations were held mid-semester in both the fall and the spring semesters. This year, the 


fall initiation was held on October 13, 2011 and the spring initiation was held on March 29, 


2012. No seniors were inducted in the spring ceremony.  


 


 Initiations are performed according to the procedures outlined in the Handbook. The 


initiation ceremony is followed by a social pizza party. Afterwards, a standard meeting takes 


place in which the new inductees are informed of the short-term and long-term goals and 


activities of our chapter. 


 


 Elections for officer positions are held at the end of every spring semester. All non-


graduating members are eligible for nomination. Votes from graduating and non-graduating 


members are counted.  


 


 Selection of initiates into the Pi Tau Sigma at the Cooper Union is based solely on grade 


point average. Students who meet a minimum GPA of 3.5 by their senior year were invited to 


join the society. 


 







B.  Chapter Activities 


 


FE Exam Classes 


 


 This event was held in the spring of 2012. Over the course of 12 weeks, Pi Tau Sigma led 


FE Exam Review classes for students of all majors.  


 


 
 


 The weekly event attracted a few students, but those students continued to show up each 


and every week. It was later learned that the scheduled time for the FE classes conflicted with 


other required classes. In the future, more FE classes should be held at different times of the 


week to reduce this issue.  


 


 







John Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative with the Metropolitan 


Expeditionary Learning School 


 


 Over the winter break, Pi Tau Sigma worked with the Cooper Union Formula Team to 


host middle school students from the Metropolitan Expeditionary Learning School (MELS). For 


three days we gave lessons on fundamentals of automotive engineering and alternative energy, 


gave tours of our lab facilities. The students were quick learners and were intrigued with the 


hands-on demonstrations we had prepared. 


 


 


 
 


 
 


 Over the spring break, Pi Tau Sigma again worked with the Cooper Union Formula Team 


to teach students from MELS. This time, Pi Tau Sigma and the Cooper Union Formula Team 


went to Forest Hills, Queens to visit the school. Over the course of the day, we gave lessons on 


the fundamentals of fuel cell vehicles while the students put together their fuel cell kit cars. At 


the end of the class period, the students raced their cars. 


 







 
 


The mission of the John Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative is to promote 


STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)  in elementary education. This 


program provided us with a valuable and fun experience in teaching and mentorship.  


 


For more information about the Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative, visit: 


http://www.awim.org/about/si/learntwice/ 


 


Additional photos from the MELS visit to the Cooper Union can be found at: 


http://www.metropolitanels.com/MELS/News/Entries/2012/5/13_7th_Grade_Fieldwork_at_Cooper_Unio


n.html 


 


 


 


2012 San Jose Pi Tau Sigma National Convention 


 


Two chapter officers were sent to National Convention in Chicago.  The members participated in 


the breakout meetings to discuss the various Pi Tau Sigma agendas.  During this meeting, they 


learned about the different traditions at other Pi Tau Sigma chapters and brought back ideas to 


create a more active chapter at the Cooper Union.  


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2012-2013 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


 A.            Initiations 


Over the past academic year, Cooper Union Pi Phi held two initiation ceremonies in November 


and May.  Due to several circumstances, each ceremony was handled differently, as explained 


below. 


The fall ceremony, held on November 15
th


, 2012, initiated 8 new members, including four 


seniors and four juniors.  The society followed its usual procedure in accepting members for this 


initiation by examining the GPA’s of the prospective initiates.  Although the senior initiates met 


our local society’s standard of 3.5/4.0, the junior requirement of 3.7/4.0 was relaxed to 3.5/4.0 to 


allow the top 10% of the class to be initiates.  Our advisor, Professor George Delagrammatikas, 


recommended the inductees to Cooper Union Pi Phi, and the officers elected all of the inductees 


based on both academic performance and judgment of character.  All members of Cooper’s 


society attended the event, with the President and Vice President performing necessary duties 


and taking necessary oaths from the inductees.  As per usual, the ceremony took place in the dark 


with the plaques of Pi Tau Sigma and Cooper Union Pi Phi illuminated.  Afterwards, the new 


initiates and current members shared a meal of pizza. 


Since the Cooper Union was in the process of changing the student transcript database, Professor 


Delagrammatikas was unable to obtain the GPA’s of prospective members.  Therefore, the 


requirements for spring initiates differed from standard.  It was already known from the previous 


semester that the juniors would not meet the spring requirement of a 3.6/4.0 GPA.  Instead of the 


usual procedure, Professor Delagrammatikas asked the entire ME junior class (of about 34 


students) to apply if interested.  The application consisted of a short e-mail to our advisor, 


nothing too fancy.  The applicants were accepted based on academic record (having above a 


3.0/4.0 GPA), respect gained from the faculty, and their potential in becoming an effective, 


ethical engineer.  Eleven students were chosen to join the society, and induction was held on 


May 2
nd


, 2013. 


Spring induction was held differently from before as the President 


of Chapter Cooper Union Pi Phi decided to hold the ceremony in 


the school’s anechoic chamber, seen left.  The anechoic chamber 


provided a unique environment for the induction ceremony on 


several accounts.  Firstly, not all of the members could fit inside the 


chamber, allowing only the initiates, President, and Vice President 


to attend the ceremony.  Also, once the doors were closed, the 


chamber provided complete silence (and no echo) as well as 


complete darkness, save when a flashlight was used to read and 


illuminate the two plaques mentioned above.  Thirdly, not all of the 


inductees had had access to the anechoic chamber; the induction 







allowed students to experience a phenomenal Mechanical Engineering room/testing area and 


learn about how it functioned.  Hopefully, with the great experience that the spring induction 


held, future Presidents will use the anechoic chamber for the induction ceremony, or at least 


change the location of the induction from a classroom to a place where the inductees could have 


a Mechanical Engineering learning experience.  After the ceremony, the inductees were joined 


by the remaining current members for pizza.  Elections for next year’s officers were held while 


everyone in the society was present. 


B.            Chapter Activities 


Besides induction ceremonies, the chapter was involved with three major activities, including 


two community service events, and the trip to Columbus, Ohio for the convention.  The two 


service activities occurred over Cooper Union’s Winter and Spring Breaks with the Metropolitan 


Expeditionary Learning School (MELS) from Forest Hills, New York.   


During Winter Break, MELS visited Cooper Union to work with Cooper Union Pi Phi and the 


SAE Formula Team.  The two societies, which share members, worked hand and hand to 


develop a curriculum consisting of three classes, an hour each, concerning live demonstrations 


and examples of the conservation of energy and the workings of internal and external 


combustion engines.  During each of the four days of service, a class of 7
th


 graders was split into 


three groups to rotate between the three classes.   


The first class, involving the conservation of energy and an external combustion engine, was 


taught by Cooper Union Pi Phi’s President Martin Lawless and member David Tan.  This class 


included the study of conversion between Potential and Kinetic energy, as well as the conversion 


between Chemical, Thermal, and Mechanical energies.  The live demo used Sterno gel, acting as 


a Chemical/Potential Energy source converting to Thermal/Kinetic Energy, to heat water in a 


boiler to create steam, acting as Mechanical Potential Energy, to run a wheel through a piston 


and cylinder (Mechanical Kinetic Energy). 


Formula SAE Captain Spyros Korsanos and Cooper Union Pi Phi member Steven Lee taught the 


second class of the efficiencies of an internal combustion engine.  The class took the students 


through the four strokes of the engine, and how the engine produces power and work.  In the 


power and work discussion, Spyros and Steven talked about the efficiency of an engine due to 


different air/fuel ratios.  The teachers also ran a one-cylinder, internal combustion engine in front 


of each group of 7
th


 graders. 


The final class was a tour of Formula SAE laboratory.  The students learned about the 


development and creation of a working racecar, from the frame to the engine to the suspension 


system to the braking system. 


Pictures from the Winter Break MELS event can be seen below. 


 







 
Martin Lawless and David Tan put on a live 


demonstration of an external combustion engine with 


7th grade students and teacher, Miss Jenna-Lyn Zaino, 


looking on. 


 
Spyros Korsanos and Steven Lee finish up a power 


point presentation with the demonstration of a one-


cylinder, internal combustion engine. 


 
Kimberly Meehan and Alvin Zhang give a tour of the 


Formula SAE laboratory. 


 
The entire group poses on the last day of the service 


event. 


 


The Cooper Union Public Affairs office covered the community service event.  The article can 


be found at http://cooper.edu/engineering/news/start-your-engines-middle-school-students-get-


taste-engineering-college-level. 


For the Spring Break MELS community service event, Cooper 


Union Pi Phi and Formula SAE team went to Forest Hills to see 


the 7
th


 graders in their own classrooms.  Throughout the day, the 


members of both societies worked with three different classes to 


create battery-powered toy cars.  After the kits were assembled, 


the cars were placed on a track and timed with different weights 


attached to them.  This activity demonstrated the effect on speed 


and acceleration of adding weight to a car. 


After the day at MELS, the students gave each of the Cooper 


Union instructors a gift of the four-cylinder, internal combustion 


engine projects.  Along with a written portion, the students also 


created model cylinders out of recycled materials.  Some of the 


projects can be seen to the right. 


The last event was Cooper Union Pi Phi’s participation in the 2013 National Pi Tau Sigma 


Convention at Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio.  Two members of Cooper Union Pi Phi 


attended:  the President Martin Lawless and the President Elect Steven Lee.  The two members 


participated in the Budget Small Group, which wound up talking about amendments to the 



http://cooper.edu/engineering/news/start-your-engines-middle-school-students-get-taste-engineering-college-level

http://cooper.edu/engineering/news/start-your-engines-middle-school-students-get-taste-engineering-college-level





constitution.  The members enjoyed the three day event, and made good friends with members 


from Auburn University in Alabama and Boston University.  Hopefully, the relationship between 


the schools can be continued in the future. 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2018-2019 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 
 


A. Initiations 


 
For the 2018-2019 academic year, Cooper Union Pi Phi held two initiation ceremonies for Pi 


Tau Sigma, one in the second week of October and one in the last week of February. The 


Fall Initiation was held on October 9, 2018 and five members were inducted, including 4 


junior (third year) mechanical engineering students and one honorary inductee. The Spring 


Initiation was held on February 21, 2019 and one junior was inducted. Both initiations were 


invitation-only and all students interested in joining the honor society were asked to submit a 


statement of intent explaining their qualifications and why they would like to be admitted to 


Pi Tau Sigma, along with their resume/CV. The students who were inducted met the GPA 


requirement of 3.5/4.0 and ranked in the top one-third of their class. The initiation ceremony 


was held in a dimly lit room and the president and vice president read the standard oaths. 


Currently enrolled Cooper Union Pi Phi members, including members who have moved on 


to Cooper Union’s Master’s program, attended the ceremony.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







B. Chapter Activities 


 
i. STEM Days 


The flagship program for the Pi Phi Chapter is the STEM Days program. The objective of 


this program is to inspire students from grades 4 to 12 to become engineers. Particularly 


aimed at under-represented students in engineering, the program draws over 300 students 


to Cooper Union every year on average. However, this year, the Pi Phi chapter is proud 


to have hosted 482 students for the STEM days program during the 2018-2019 


academic year, beating our goals by a huge margin. Furthermore, an important update 


that took place was to issue liability waiver forms to all individuals who attend STEM 


days, and this was coordinated with the assistant director of STEM affairs at Cooper 


Union, Dr. Elizabeth Waters. This year, we had six schools attend, with some schools 


attending more than once. Table 1 provides insight into the schools that attended. 


 


Table 1: List of all schools that attended STEM Days 
 


Date HS or MS School 
Number of 
Students 


9/21/18 HS La Salle Academy 100 


10/10/18 
MS and 
HS Quad Prep 5 


11/2/18 HS Aviation HS 20 


11/9/18 MS Thompson MS 6 


11/30/18 MS The Blue School 22 


12/7/18 HS Quad Prep 6 


1/18/19 MS Chapin 22 


1/22/19 HS Truman 4 


2/8/19 MS BSI 30 


2/22/19 HS Intrepid 13 


3/1/19 MS BSI 30 


3/5/19 HS Quad Prep 7 


3/8/19 MS BSI 30 


3/12/19 MS BSI 30 


3/13/19 MS BSI 30 


3/22/19 HS 
Brooklyn Tech 
BSE chapter 4 


3/29/19 HS La Salle 14 


4/5/19 HS 
Bronx Center for 
Science and Math 27 


4/8/19 HS 


Frederick Douglas 
(up to 20 
students) 22 


5/3/19 MS 
George Jackson 
Academy 20 


6/5/19 MS IS 584 40 


TOTAL 482 


 
 


 


 







Each STEM Day was tailored to the school attending based on a survey sent to the 


chaperones about the students’ knowledge/interest in various subjects in STEM all all of 


the activities and projects the students undertook immersed them completely into Cooper 


Union. By using the lab spaces, technical staff, and tools available to current college 


students at Cooper Union, the students who attended STEM Days were carefully guided 


through tasks that sparked their creativity and helped them develop the problem-solving 


skills necessary in STEM. Some of the activities that the students participated in 


included: 


 


• DC motor lab- students were taught to build a DC motor with household supplies 


• Vibrations Demo- students were taken to the Cooper Union Anechoic chamber 


and studied the difference in sound when balloons popped. 


• Instron Demo- students were asked to give their best estimate of how much force 


it takes to break a steel rod; the rod was then crushed using an Instron to 


determine the winner 


• Flashback Lab-  flame tube was connected via a hose to the building air and to a 


bottle of propane. Students used a lighter to light a flame at the top of the flame 


tube and used a stopwatch to measure how long it took for the flame to travel 


down the tube. Afterwards, students adjusted the flow of air and gas repeated the 


experiment. Through the experiment, students learned about the relationship 


between air, gas, and combustion. 


 


 


 


 
Figure 1: Students (seniors) observing electromagnetic effects using coiled wires 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 







 


• Building and testing windmills- students observe the power that can be 


harnessed from renewable sources of energy such as wind, and how to convert 


this into mechanically useful energy  


• What is engineering? A miscellaneous activity in which the instructor taught 


students about a wide array of topics from “Why planes fly?” to “Why is Cooper 


Union structurally stable?” to any STEM course from colleges 


 


 
Figure 2: Students explore the nature of light waves, with Prof. Baglione 


 


 
Figure 3: Building windmills, using fans to simulate the wind flow 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 
Figure 4: Demonstrating laser cutting and making cool shapes (monkeys) using Acrylic 


 
Most important, the STEM Days were spearheaded by PTS members, who had to 


volunteer at least 4 hours a semester to the program, though few went above and 


beyond and contributed over 20 hours during the year. Sometimes, Pi Tau Sigma 


collaborated with the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), American Society of 


Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and the Formula SAE (SAE) team to get a more 


diverse group of students to inspire the next generation of budding engineers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 







ii. Fundamentals of Engineering Review Questions 


 
The Pi Phi chapter also ran a Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review Questions of 


the Week program. The program consisted of sending out review questions to students 


who expressed interested in studying for the FE exam. Each week, one PTS member 


selected approximately five review questions from various review books and emailed 


them to participants. The participants were asked to submit their answers and the PTS 


coordinators kept track of the number of correct answers each student submitted. As an 


incentive, the PTS coordinators offered a prize to the student who submitted the highest 


number of correct answers. The following week, the PTS coordinators sent out the 


solutions to the previous week’s questions in addition to the new questions for the week. 


At the end of the semester, the participant with the most correct answers received a $20 


Amazon gift card. 


 
Next, Pi Phi helped Cooper Union’s mechanical engineering faculty gather feedback 


from students about the current ME curriculum. The VP, Skylar Eiskowitz, even sat in 


on faculty meetings to determine the necessary procedures for curriculum changes, share 


input on departmental issues, and serve as liaisons for the entire ME student body.  


 
Aside from outreach, Cooper Pi Phi participated in other events such as the Pi Tau Sigma 


National Convention at Colorado State University. This year, Cooper Pi Phi sent four 


students to the National Convention who enjoyed their time meeting with students from 


other colleges. 


 


C.          Other 


 
i.          PTS Convention 


 


The convention held at Colorado State University was defined by great keynote 


speakers, chapter initiations, job fairs and an Autodesk® design competition. The 


campus was beautiful, and it was quite magnificent to see the engineering facilities and 


resources at Colorado State University, where we took a campus wide tour amid the 


freezing sub-30’s weather. Throughout the convention, we had several high-profile 


speakers including the likes of Dr. James Turner, the associate director of engineering at 


NASA, as well as the President of the national Pi Tau Sigma board. Dr. Turner’s talk on 


the difficulties in developing spacecraft capable of manned travel to Mars was incredibly 


stimulating and drew upon various concepts learned in classes such as heat transfer and 


the fundamentals of aerodynamics.  


 


It was very helpful to get an overview of the research being conducted at NASA, as well 


as gaining insight into the vast sea of opportunities within the aerospace and fluid 


dynamics sectors. Furthermore, the keynote address was delivered by Dr. Bryan 


Willson, who directs the energy institute at Colorado State, and who talked about 


various research projects being undertaken by the institute including oil and gas 


technology, clean energy solutions, and high-risk energy research.  


 


 


  


 







The convention featured an Autodesk® design competition in small teams of no more 


than five people, each presented with a design problem related to space travel. The 


attendees gained skills in using Autodesk Fusion 360, and attended presentations where 


teams presented their solutions toward a potential habitable environment on Mars. 


Furthermore, a career fair and resume review was held at the event. Attendees spoke 


with representatives from Wolfe Robotics and University of Colorado-Boulder for 


positions in systems engineering and graduate programs respectively, and had their 


resume reviewed by a representative from Raytheon.  


  


There was also a panel discussion featuring industry professionals including Dr. 


Matthew Todd, Dr. James Turner, Dr. Wade Troxell and Dr. Mitchell Stansloski- the 


panel fielded several questions from students on topics ranging from engineering ethics 


to graduate school, and was particularly helpful for graduating seniors. The chapter is 


glad to have attended this convention as it helped get a better understanding of the 


opportunities in the mechanical engineering field, and to indulge in the brilliance of the 


speakers and attendees at this conference. Furthermore, as the leadership of the chapter 


is interested in learning more about how Pi Tau Sigma operates, the convention helped 


gain a better understanding of how to transition leadership smoothly between the junior 


and senior members within the organization. The convention also helped teach 


networking skills with some of the professionals already working in the field, as well as 


many of the best mechanical engineering students from across the country. We also 


managed to get some social time in Colorado along with some friends we made, while 


learning more about their college culture and curriculum.  


 


 
ii.        Meetings 


 


On May 7th, 2019, Pi Tau Sigma members met once more for pizza to celebrate the 


end of the semester (before finals). Elections also took place at the 


meetings. PTS members who were juniors nominated and voted for next year’s board 


members. The current board members used the time to answer questions about the roles 


and expected responsibilities. The meeting was a great way for PTS members to destress, 


get some free food, and give the chance for juniors to ask questions about what to expect 


during their senior year.








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2013-2014 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


 


A. Initiations 


 


For the 2013-2014 academic year, Cooper Union held two initiation ceremonies for Pi Tau 


Sigma, one in the October, and one in February. The Fall Initiation was held on October 24th, 


2013, and a total of 6 new members were inducted- 3 juniors and 3 seniors. The society 


examined the cumulative GPA’s of the inductees. The senior requirement of having a 3.5/4.0 


GPA was relaxed to a 3.3/4.0. The junior GPA requirement was relaxed from a 3.7/4.0 to a 


3.5/4.0, in order to accommodate the top 10% of the class. The ceremony was initiated by a 


current Pi Tau Sigma member leading the new inductees into a dimly lit room. The inductees 


were seated, and took the necessary oaths as delivered by the President and Vice President. All 


the current members attended the ceremony as well in order to welcome the new inductees, and 


to also have a club meeting to discuss the agenda for the coming academic year. The ceremony 


ended with a meal of pasta and garlic knots.  


 


The Spring Induction took place on February 20th, 2014, and a total of 4 juniors were inducted. 


The Spring Induction was invitation based, and anyone interested in joining the society had to 


write a short letter describing why they should be admitted. Based on their letters, academic 


records, and potential for becoming an ethical and effective engineer, four students were chosen. 


Each student had at least a 3.4/4.0 GPA. The ceremony was very similar to the Fall ceremony, 


where the new inductees were lead into a dimly lit room. The reason that the Spring Induction 


took place so early on in the semester was to facilitate the expansion of the club’s activities. With 


more people inducted earlier on, the society can increase the number and extent of the activities 


it partakes in, especially with respect to STEM outreach. The officers for the succeeding 


academic year were also elected for each of the 5 positions: President, Vice President, Treasurer, 


Secretary of Internal Affairs, and Secretary of External Affairs. All the members shared a meal 


of pasta and garlic knots after the election process.  


 


 
Figure 1: Pi Tau Sigma 2013-2014 Members 







B. Chapter Activities 


 


This year, Cooper Union’s chapter was quite intent on expanding its STEM outreach efforts. 


Outreach with the Metropolitan Expeditionary Learning School (MELS) was continued with 


STEM activities. Cooper Union’s Pi Tau Sigma chapter collaborated with the Formula SAE team 


during these activities. During the winter break, about 120 students from MELS visited Cooper 


Union over the course of three days. On each day, 40 students rotated between three different 


breakout sessions- one focused on the four stroke Otto cycle,  another involved a tour of the 


Automotive and Engineering Lab, and the last was an energy lesson and demonstration. During 


the four-stroke Otto cycle session, students learned about engine components, fuel-air ratios, and 


how it all comes together in the Otto cycle. The lesson ended with a live demonstration of a 


single cylinder glass engine that runs on acetone. Seeing actual sparks and combustion 


happening in the engine, and hearing the difference in sound as the fuel air ratio was adjusted 


was very exciting for many of the students. During the tour of the Automotive and 


Experimentation laboratory, students were able to see a real racecar that was designed and built 


from scratch by Cooper Union students. The importance of materials used for vehicle systems 


was introduced, in relation to concepts such as weight and its effect on acceleration, and the 


shape of the body and its effect on aerodynamics. Students were able to study metals such as 


aluminum and steel, and composite materials such as carbon fiber. For the last session, students 


learned about advanced energy concepts such as the conservation of energy. Live demos of a 


pendulum and a mini roller coaster were used to explain the difference between kinetic and 


potential energy. Students were also able to learn about chemical, mechanical, and electrical 


energy through a Rube Goldberg machine. It used Sterno to boil water, which turned into steam, 


which then drove a piston that turned a wheel that ultimately turned a generator connected to a 


light bulb. Students were also able to learn about the history of Cooper Union and its LEED 


Platinum New Academic Building with many of its green features, including its air handling 


units and its cogeneration plant. New York 1 came to interview some of the students involved, 


and this segment aired on their show “It Ain’t Rocket Science,” which can be seen here:  


http://www.cooper.edu/about/news/engineering-students-middle-school-outreach-featured-ny1 


 


      
Figure 2: MELS at Cooper Union, Engine and Rube Goldberg Demos 



http://www.cooper.edu/about/news/engineering-students-middle-school-outreach-featured-ny1





During Spring Break, Cooper Union visited the MELS students in Forest Hills, Queens in order 


to build electric cars with them. The cars were all made up of components such as a wooden 


chassis, an electric motor, wheels and axles, and a battery pack. Using screws, nuts, wrenches, 


and screwdrivers, students had to assemble these cars from scratch. Part of the challenge was the 


fact that there was no instruction manual. After assembling the cars, the students raced them, and 


timed the cars with different weights on them, noting the effect of weight on trial times. During 


the second session, the MELS students presented their alternative bus choices for the MTA. 


These decisions were based on cost, fuel economy, as well as emissions. Cooper Union provided 


feedback on these presentations, and also asked insightful questions. Pi Tau Sigma was also 


invited to join MELS during their actual presentation to the MTA, where engineers and financial 


executives were present. The MELS students did an incredible job of pitching their ideas and 


suggestions.  


 


Pi Tau Sigma also formed a new relationship with Icahn Charter School in the Bronx. Cooper 


Union participated in two outreach events with Ichan, one on Cooper Union’s campus, and one 


over at Icahn’s campus. During the winter break, Cooper Union aided Ichan students in building 


electric motors out of plastic cups, wires, batteries, and magnets. Each student group was able to 


build their own working motor and keep it afterwards. Parents were also invited to the event, so 


they were able to learn and build motors as well. During the Spring semester, Ichan made a trip 


over to Cooper Union, where they learned about musical instruments, acoustics, and vibrations. 


Everyone made a guitar out of a cardboard box, ruler, rubber bands, and screws. Using a tuner 


application from smart phones, Cooper Union was able to help Icahn tune their guitars in an 


effort to be able to play songs. Icahn students enjoyed the outreach activities, and wrote lovely 


thank you notes to Cooper Union in order to show their appreciation.  


 


 


 
Figure 3: Cooper Union at Icahn Charter School 


 


 


 







In March, Pi Tau Sigma also created a one day introduction to engineering for high school 


students from Waseda Juku, a prep school in Japan. Cooper Union prepared four modules 


involving a flash flooding lab experiment, building an electric motor, the four stroke Otto cycle, 


and a tour of Cooper Union’s laboratories and facilities. Two of our volunteers also spoke 


Japanese, and was able to help out with any translations. The daylong seminar was intended to 


provide hands-on building experience on top of an introduction to more advanced engineering 


concepts such as circuits and engine cycles. A total of sixteen students participated in the 


seminar. One student was so moved by what she was exposed to during the day that she declared 


that she would be studying industrial design and engineering for college. This was also the first 


year that Cooper Union worked with Waseda Juku students, and the first year that Cooper Union 


worked with an international school for STEM outreach.  


 


Aside from STEM outreach, Pi Tau Sigma also collaborated with ASME, ASCE, and Chi 


Epsilon (the Civil Engineering honor Society) to hold several review sessions for the 


Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam. We had members lead review sessions which were 


open to students from all majors. Review sessions were typically held with 5 students at a time, 


and provided a mixture of independent problem solving and concept review in groups. At least 


four Pi Tau Sigma seniors passed the FE exam this academic year.  


 


  
Figure 4: FE Exam Review Session Poster 


 


We have also created a website for our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma in order to better document and 


display our chapter activities. The website contains information about our chapter, members, and 


events that we partake in. The link is provided here: http://pitausigma.cooper.edu/. 



http://pitausigma.cooper.edu/






PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2017-2018 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


 


A. Initiations  


 


For the 2017-2018 academic year, Cooper Union Pi Phi held two initiation ceremonies for Pi 


Tau Sigma, one in October and one in April. The Fall Initiation was held on October 26, 


2017 and seven members were inducted, including 2 seniors and 5 juniors. The Spring 


Initiation was held on April 12, 2018 and one junior was inducted. Both initiations were 


invitation-based and all students interested in joining Pi Tau Sigma were asked to submit a 


statement of intent explaining their qualifications and why they would like to be admitted to 


Pi Tau Sigma. The students who were inducted met the GPA requirement of 3.5/4.0 and 


ranked in the top 33% of their class. The initiation ceremony was held in a dimly lit room 


and the president and vice president read the standard oaths. Currently enrolled Cooper 


Union Pi Phi members, including members who have moved on to Cooper Union’s Master’s 


program, attended the ceremony. The ceremony concluded with a meal of pizza. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  


 


i. STEM Days 


The flagship program for the Pi Phi Chapter is the STEM Days program. The objective of 


this program is to inspire students from grades 4 to 12 to become engineers. Particularly 


aimed at under-represented students in engineering, the program draws over 375 students 


to Cooper Union every year. This year, we had six schools attend, with some schools 


attending more than once. Table 1 provides insight into the schools that attended.  


 


 


Each STEM Day was tailored to the school attending based on a survey sent to the 


chaperones about the students’ knowledge/interest in various subjects in STEM all all of 


the activities and projects the students undertook immersed them completely into Cooper 


Union. By using the lab spaces, technical staff, and tools available to current college 


students at Cooper Union, the students who attended STEM Days were carefully guided 


through tasks that sparked their creativity and helped them develop the problem solving 


School Grade Level Number of Students Date(s) Attended


NEST +M 5th 115 03/2/18 + 03/9/18


Lasalle Academy 11th + 12th 150 04/27/18 + 04/28/18


Long Island School for the Gifted 11th + 12th 65 10/27/2017


Chapin School 12th 8 11/17/2017


BEAM Math Group 9th + 10th 37 2/23/2018


Individual 10th 4 4/27/2018


Table 1: List of all schools that attended STEM Days 







skills necessary in STEM. Some of the activities that the students participated in 


included:  


 DC motor lab- students were taught to build a DC motor with household supplies 


 Vibrations Demo- students were taken to the Cooper Union Anechoic chamber 


and studied the difference in sound when balloons popped.  


 Instron Demo- students were asked to give their best estimate of how much force 


it takes to break a steel rod; the rod was then crushed using an Instron to 


determine the winner 


 


 Flashback Lab- a vertical flame tube was set up inside a fume hood as shown in 


Figure 1. The flame tube was connected via a hose to the building air and to a 


bottle of propane. Students used a lighter to light a flame at the top of the flame 


tube and used a stopwatch to measure how long it took for the flame to travel 


down the tube. Afterwards, students adjusted the flow of air and gas repeated the 


experiment. Through the experiment, students learned about the relationship 


between air, gas, and combustion. 


Figure 1: A student watches the intron lab's results in awe. 







 


 


 


 Acetone Engine Demo- students saw the inner workings of a clear acrylic engine 


and were taught the four stages in a combustion cycle. The purpose was to 


introduce students to the world of combustion and automotive engineering.  


 What is engineering? A miscellaneous activity in which the instructor taught 


students about a wide array of topics from “Why planes why?” to “Why is Cooper 


Union shaped so funny?” to any STEM course from college 


 


Most important, the STEM Days were spearheaded by PTS members, who had to 


volunteer at least 3 hours a semester to the program, though few went above and 


beyond and contributed over 25 hours during the year. Sometimes, PTS collaborated 


with the Society of Women Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 


or the Formula SAE team to get a more diverse team to teach students.  


 


Figure 2: A student from Lasalle Academy conducting the Flame Lab. 







 
               Figure 3: Professor Delagrammatikas and a Lasalle Academy student use the acetone engine. 


 


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Professor Baglione teaches students from Chapin school how to use instruments in the 


anechoic chamber. 







ii. STEM Saturdays 


 


STEM Saturdays is a 10 week long program in which students are given a general open 


ended question and asked to bring solutions to the table. Each Saturday starting at the end 


of January until the end of April, 16 high school students come to Cooper Union to learn 


about various aspects of engineering and STEM and participate in related activities. The 


teachers were either Pi Tau Sigma members or other engineering students from Cooper 


Union. Pi Tau Sigma members were responsible for designing the 10-week curriculum, 


teaching the classes, and finding additional teachers. The curriculum and activities 


included lessons on coding, microcontrollers (Arduinos), SolidWorks, and 3D printing. 


The students learned coding by programming Arduinos and working through the 


educational workbook/project book that came with the microcontrollers. They learned 


about CAD and 3D printing by designing, printing, and building their own flashlight 


operated light sabers. Last, the students were tasked with developing some invention 


using virtual reality. At the end of the 10 weeks, judges, typically junior or senior 


engineers, help improve, critique, and prototype the product the students came up with. 


During one 5 hour event, six PTS members provided their insight on the student solutions 


and then stayed after to share any advice on getting into college. Figure 4 shows an image 


from that event. Many of the students wanted to come back again next year.  


 
                Figure 5: Students present their final projects in STEM Saturdays and PTS judges evaluate them. 


  


 







iii. Fundamentals of Engineering Review Questions 


 


The Pi Phi chapter also ran a Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review Questions of 


the Week program. The program consisted of sending out review questions to students 


who expressed interested in studying for the FE exam. Each week, two PTS members 


selected approximately eight review questions from various review books and emailed 


them to participants. The participants were asked to submit their answers and the PTS 


coordinators kept track of the number of correct answers each student submitted. As an 


incentive, the PTS coordinators offered a prize to the student who submitted the highest 


number of correct answers. The following week, the PTS coordinators sent out the 


solutions to the previous week’s questions in addition to the new questions for the week. 


At the end of the semester, the participant with the most correct answers received a $20 


Amazon gift card.  


 


Next, Pi Phi helped Cooper Union’s mechanical engineering faculty gather feedback 


from students about the current ME curriculum. The president, Nikhil Iyengar, and VP, 


Hou Chong Chan, even sat in on faculty meetings to determine the necessary procedures 


for curriculum changes, share input on departmental issues, and serve as liaisons for the 


entire ME student body. After that, Cooper Union Pi Phi members met with Professor 


Delagrammatikas to share feedback and provide insight into programs that the Cooper 


Union can try to develop. In particular, this year, PTS spearheaded, along with Joint 


Student Council to bring concentrations/minors into the engineering majors. Though this 


is just the beginning of a long process, the initial seeds have been placed and the ideas 


have been planted for future students to take hold of.  


 


Aside from outreach, Cooper Pi Phi participated in other events such as the Pi Tau Sigma 


National Convention at the University of Miami in Miami, Florida. This year, Cooper Pi 


Phi sent four students to the National Convention who enjoyed their time meeting with 


students from other colleges. 


 


iv. Meetings  


 


On May 7th, 2016, Pi Tau Sigma members met once more for pizza and garlic knots to 


celebrate the end of the semester (before finals). Elections also took place at the 


meetings. PTS members who were juniors nominated and voted for next year’s board 


members. The current board members used the time to answer questions about the roles 


and expected responsibilities. The meeting was a great way for PTS members to destress, 


get some free food, and give the chance for juniors to ask questions about what to expect 


during their senior year. 


 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2010-2011 


Cooper Union Pi Phi 


  


A.            Initiations 


 


Initiations are held mid-semester in both the fall and the spring. This year, the fall 2010 initiation 


was held on December 20, 2011; six undergraduates were inducted. The spring 2011 initiation 


was on April 7, 2011; three undergraduates were inducted.  


 


Initiations are performed according to the procedures outlined in the Handbook. The initiation 


ceremony is followed by a social pizza party. Afterwards, a standard meeting takes place in 


which the new inductees are informed of the short-term and long-term goals and activities of our 


chapter. 


 


Elections for officer positions are held at the end of every spring semester. All non-graduating 


members are eligible for nomination. Votes from graduating and non-graduating members are 


counted.  


 


Selection of initiates into the Pi Tau Sigma at the Cooper Union is based solely on grade point 


average. Students who meet a minimum GPA of 3.5 by their senior year were invited to join the 


society. 


 


This past spring, the selection criteria were redesigned and will be enacted in fall 2011. It is a 


staggered system, in which the minimum GPA varies depending on the semester and the year of 


the student:   


 


FALL 


3.5+ Seniors 


3.7+ Juniors 


 


SPRING 


3.6 + Juniors 


 


This system ensures long-term, active members -- for example, seniors will not be inducted in 


the spring because by that time, they will not be able to contribute significantly to the chapter’s 


activity. It also addresses potential problems due to the small selection pool, which is in turn  due 


to Cooper Union’s small student body size.   


 







B.            Chapter Activities 


 


3-D Turkish Delight Bake Sale 


 


A mechanical engineering twist on a traditional fundraising event. This event was held in the fall 


of 2010. Besides raising money, the goals of this event were to raise awareness of Pi Tau Sigma 


and also of the tools and projects of the mechanical engineering department. 


 


The original plan was to create baked goods using the rapid prototyping tools, such as the laser 


cutter and 3-D printer, of the mechanical engineering department. However, due to issues of 


practicality and safety, we had to supplement the original plan with Turkish baked goods.  


 


     
 


A pushcart was outfitted with a RepRap 3-D printer capable of printing precise frosting patterns 


on ginger snap cookies. Also for sale were Turkish deserts such as baklava and Turkish delight. 


Pi Tau Sigma salesmen were adorned with eye-catching fez hats. Everything was $1. 


 


The event was a great success. The pushcart allowed us to be mobile allowing for wide exposure 


and aggressive sales tactics. This event will likely be repeated next year. Next time traditional 


Turkish coffee will also be served. 


 


Screws-in-the-Jar Contest 


 


Another mechanical engineering twist on a traditional fundraising event. This was a weekly 


event held in the spring of 2011, which garnered much attention and participation from the 


Cooper Union community. This fundraiser was a guessing game in which participants guessed at 


the number of screws in a sugar shaker. Each guess was a dollar. The winner with the closest 


guess received half of the pot.  


 







                                       
 


A unique and fun aspect of this game was that a different “Hint-of-the-Day” was provided daily. 


These hints were some kind of measurement device (scale, calipers) that would aide in 


determining the correct number of screws. This hints encouraged long-term participation while 


also promoting analytical and creative problem solving skills.   


 


John Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative with the Metropolitan 


Expeditionary Learning School 


 


Over Spring Break, Pi Tau Sigma worked with the Cooper Union Formula Team to host middle 


school students from the Metropolitan Expeditionary Learning School (MELS). For three days 


we gave lessons on  fundamentals of automotive engineering and alternative energy, gave tours 


of our lab facilities, and helped them construct fuel-cell car kits.  


 


         
 


The mission of the John Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative is to promote 


STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)  in elementary education. This 







program provided us with a valuable and fun experience in teaching and mentorship. The 


students were quick learners and the fuel-cell car races made for exciting highlights. 


 


For more information about the Deere / SAE International AWIM® Learn Twice Initiative, visit: 


http://www.awim.org/about/si/learntwice/ 


 


Additional photos from the MELS visit to the Cooper Union can be found at: 


http://www.metropolitanels.com/MELS/Image_Gallery/Pages/Green_Taxis_2012.html#grid 


 


Interactive Light Room at P.S. 347 


 


The Interactive Light Room is a project that  allowed us to apply engineering design knowledge 


and resources towards the benefit of the community. An old storage room at P.S. 347, an 


elementary school for hearing impaired students, was converted into a playroom containing 


displays and toys which promoted interaction with light and shadows. The goal of this project is 


to promote interest STEM while also providing hearing impaired preschoolers novel and 


engaging opportunities for learning.   


 


Members of Pi Tau Sigma volunteered with the renovation of the room and with the construction 


of the interactive displays. This was a joint effort between Cooper Union’s Pi Tau Sigma, 


ASME, and undergraduate students.  


 


 
 


This project was covered in a segment aired by the local ABC news: 


http://abclocal.go.com/wabc/story?section=news%2Feducation&id=8209063 


 


Mechanical Engineering curriculum evaluation 


 


Over the past year, the faculty of the mechanical engineering department has been working to 


redesign the curriculum. Pi Tau Sigma served as student liasons to the faculty by providing input 



http://www.awim.org/about/si/learntwice/

http://www.metropolitanels.com/MELS/Image_Gallery/Pages/Green_Taxis_2012.html#grid

http://abclocal.go.com/wabc/story?section=news%2Feducation&id=8209063





and compiling surveys of junior and senior students’ feedback. Pi Tau Sigma saw this as a great 


opportunity to serve the mechanical engineering department directly, to establish communication 


with the faculty, and to reflect on our educations.  


 


Chapter website 


 


We have been working on designing a website which will be launched in the fall of 2011. The 


purpose of the website will be to serve as the public face of the Pi Phi chapter. It will be where 


we promote and document our activities. Hopefully, this website will facilitate our continued 


engagement with the community.  


 


 
 


2011 Chicago Pi Tau Sigma National Convention 


 


Two chapter officers were sent to National Convention in Chicago.  The members participated in 


the breakout meetings to discuss the various Pi Tau Sigma agendas.  During this meeting, they 


learned about the different traditions at other Pi Tau Sigma chapters and brought back ideas to 


create a more active chapter at the Cooper Union.  


 


The convention proved to be a great professional development experience. One of our officers 


found his current job through one of the networking events during  the convention. 


 





